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Dr. Donna Poland Answers Some FAQs

1. Many sections of the Regulations refer to providing gifted services to identified students from kindergarten through 12th grade. Is this optional? Does the school division get to choose which grade levels it
identifies and serves?

School divisions shall screen, identify, and serve gifted students in at least general intellectual
aptitude (GIA) or specific academic aptitude (SAA). For GIA, the school division shall provide
identification and service options for kindergarten through 12th grade. Identification in an SAA
area may occur as assessment instruments exist to support identification. If a school division
elects to identify in one or more SAA areas, it shall provide service options through twelfth grade.
Therefore, school divisions can select an SAA area to identify with an instrument at the earliest
grade level possible, which may not be kindergarten. Once identification in an SAA starts at a
certain grade level, it must continue through 12th grade. School divisions may identify and serve
gifted students in career and technical aptitude or visual and performing arts aptitude, or both, at
their discretion. Only in these two aptitude areas do school divisions have discretion over which
grade levels to identify and serve gifted students. For a closer look at the Regulations Governing
Education Services for Gifted Students, please visit http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/gifted_ed/
ed_services_plans/understanding_the_regs.pdf.
continued on page 2
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2. What is the VDOE providing to school divisions regarding student academic growth? What measures
must school divisions provide to parents regarding gifted student academic growth?
		 As part of State Fiscal Stabilization Funds (SFSF) requirements, Virginia is required to provide teachers of
reading/language arts and mathematics . . . with reports of individual teacher impact on student achievement
on state assessments. The VDOE will provide school divisions with student-level growth data as
measured by Standards of Learning (SOL) assessment. These data, referred to as student growth
percentiles (SGPs), provides a statistical measure that quantifies the progress each student made on
SOL tests (in reading/language arts and mathematics grades 4-8; end-of-course test in Algebra 1
through 9th grade) when compared to other Virginia students statewide who had similar prior
achievement histories on previous SOL tests. For more information on student growth percentiles,
please visit http://www.doe.virginia.gov/info_management/data_collection/index.shtml.
There are three primary groups who have taken the grades 4-8 reading tests and/or the mathematics
tests for grades 4-8 or Algebra 1 who will not have student growth percentiles available from the state:
• Students with only one year of assessment data available.
• Students who participated in Virginia’s alternative assessment programs (VGLA, VSEP, VAAP)
		 in the year of, or year prior to, the reporting year.
• Students who participated in the traditional SOL assessment for two consecutive years but for
		 whom no valid growth measure is available. This group consists primarily of students who
		 achieve advanced proficient scores (> 500) for two or more years in the same content area;
		 growth for these students cannot be adequately captured with current statewide
		 assessments. (Many gifted students will be in this category.)
The Regulations states that school division’s local plan for the gifted shall include the following:
• Evidence that gifted education service options from kindergarten through 12th grade
[provide] . . . Parents and legal guardians . . . . assessment of each gifted student’s academic
		growth.
• Procedures for the annual review of the effectiveness . . . . of the program, including . . . . review
		 of student outcomes and the academic growth of gifted students.
Depending on the program model, the applicable grade level, and the curriculum, some school
divisions may be able to use the student growth percentiles that the VDOE will provide. However,
each school division must decide how it will collect academic growth data about its gifted students
and how and when this information will be presented to parents. Since this requirement goes into
effect with the start of the 2012-2013 school year, many divisions are in the process of revising their
plan to be in compliance with the Regulations.
continued on page 3
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FAQs
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3. What are current training and licensure issues expected by the state?
		 The VDOE does not require that every teacher who works with gifted student to be endorsed in gifted
education. Local divisions have the option to make gifted education endorsement a requirement for their
teachers of the gifted but, again, it is a local option. The Regulations do require school divisions to have a plan
for professional development in gifted education for all teachers as stated in 8VAC20-40-60.A.13: Evidence that
school divisions provide professional development based on the teacher competencies outlined in 8VAC20-542-310
related to gifted education.
4. What summer enrichment opportunities exist for gifted students?
		 There are several opportunities that the VDOE and local school divisions provide for gifted students. At
the high school level (for rising 11th and 12th graders), the seven Summer Residential Governor’s Schools are
four-week statewide summer programs, operating mainly during the month of July. These programs provide
experiences in the areas of visual and performing arts; humanities; mathematics, science, and technology; life
science and medicine; or through mentorships in marine science or engineering. The application
process for these summer programs begins at the school division level in October of the prior
year. More detailed information on these programs can be found at http://www.doe.virginia.gov/
administrators/superintendents_memos/2010/178-10a.pdf.
Additionally, there are 20 local Summer Regional Governor’s School programs that occur
at various times during the summer. Most often, groups of school divisions design these
programs to meet the needs of their local gifted elementary and middle school students. The
application process for these programs usually occurs in the spring of the year. For more
information on these programs, please visit http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/governors_
school_programs/summer_regional/index.shtml.
		 While not geared specifically toward gifted students, the Foreign Language Academies may
be another enrichment opportunity for rising 11th and 12th graders. These programs operate
for three weeks in the summer and have a statewide application process that begins in the
school divisions in October of the prior year. More detailed information on these programs
can be found at http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/foreign_language/language_academies/
index.shtml.
		 Finally, there are other local, statewide, and national programs that are not sponsored by
the VDOE. Links to these programs can be found under the Resources heading at the Gifted
Education homepage on the VDOE website, the VAG website, and local school division
websites.
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President’s Letter
In the past few years, with the focus on 21st century skills, there has been a
resurgence of interest in creative thinking skills and the importance of nurturing
creative thinking in schools. Educators and non-educators alike are considering these
questions: What is creativity and why is it important to develop creative thinking in
our youth? How can it be nurtured? How have creative thinkers changed our lives
and shaped our ever-changing world? Questions such as these raise awareness of this
powerful concept and lead to practices that nurture and develop creativity in multiple
settings across all subject areas. As educators of the gifted we have much to contribute.
We know that creativity is essentially a dynamic process which draws upon an inner resource that will
produce as long as the environment encourages risk taking and allows its expression. Therefore the classroom
environment is critical and it must be one in which students feel free to take risks in order to explore and
discover their own ideas, insights, products, and solutions. Students should be encouraged to observe and
notice things, play around with their ideas, and seek patterns, connections, and unique applications of the
knowledge, understandings, and skills they are learning. Educators of the gifted know how to nurture creativity
and they are able to provide a safe environment for investigation that instills the value of learning from mistakes
and fosters respect for individual ideas and differences. Their classrooms provide rich and varied opportunities
for students to explore the content areas, discuss possibilities, experiment, and reflect. When students are
encouraged to engage in the creative process, they also gain a deeper appreciation for the important contributions
made to our world by creative individuals and they are able to
see themselves as creators of the future, empowered to improve
the world for future generations. These are important practices
that have the capacity to create the next generation of innovators.
In a standards driven environment, gifted education has kept
these ideas and practices fueled and alive and it is now exciting
to see them gaining momentum.
As educators of the gifted we have an important responsibility
Joyce VanTassel-Baska, Professor
to ensure that in a climate of testing and accountability, students
Emerita at College of William & Mary
have myriad opportunities to share ideas, take risks, explore
and retired Executive Director of the
possibilities, and seek creative expressions of their gifted
Center for Gifted Education was
potential. By building bridges, exchanging ideas, and leading
honored by the Mensa Foundation
through example, educators of the gifted have the capacity
for Lifetime Achievement.
to lead the way throughout the next century.
Carol Horn

The Mensa Foundation
Honors Dr. Joyce
VanTassel-Baska
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From the Executive Director
It is time to say farewell. I plan to retire effective June 30, 2012. It has been an honor
and a privilege to serve VAG for the last 30+ years as a board member, president, and as
executive director for the past 12 years.
I have enjoyed the professional and personal relationships as we worked together
to strengthen the educational opportunities for students and teachers across the
Commonwealth. Thank you for the support and encouragement. Even though I will miss VAG, I’m looking
forward to starting a new phase of my life. It has been a pleasure serving VAG.
Liz Nelson

VAG Newsletter Dates and Deadlines
The VAG Newsletter is published online four times each year. Deadlines for items are February 15, May
15, August 15 and November 15. We invite you to submit your suggestions and/or articles you have written
and would like to share with VAG members through this newsletter. Parents and teachers are especially
encouraged to submit their children’s original creative writing pieces. Email articles or photographs to
vagifted@comcast.net or mail to VAG, P. O. Box 26212, Richmond, VA 23260-6212. Black and white or color
prints can be used, but will not be returned to you.
Visit our web site – www.vagifted.org

VAG Membership Application
Name __________________________________________________ Address _____________________________________
City ______________________________ State ______ Zip _________________ Fax No. ___________________________
Home Phone ________________ Work Phone ________________ E-mail _____________________________________
Check as appropriate:
_____ Parent ________________________________________ (Name of school division your child/children attend)
_____ Professional ____________________________________ (Name of school division where you are employed)
_____ 1 Year $20.00 _____ 2 Years $35.00 _____ New Member _____ Renewal – Membership No._______________
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Teacher Resources – What’s Hot

Parent Resources – Summer Opportunities

At the VAG Conference in October, there was a session
entitled “Strategies Labs – How to Create a Hands-on Learning
Environment in Schools.” Participants learned about how a
Strategies Lab is a place where metacognition, perseverance,
and transference of learning are key objectives. The hands-on
materials are meant to boost classroom learning and help
students to transfer higher level thinking to the curriculum.
Students develop problem-solving strategies for confronting
the unknown or unfamiliar, creativity, and skills to accept
responsibility for their own learning. You can begin to create
your own Strategies Lab using the following:

http://summercamps.gmu.edu
This is a summer enrichment camp for students from elementary through high
school students at George Mason University. There are a variety of camps that apply
to many different interests and levels.

1. www.setgame.com
SET is a visual-spatial reasoning game in which one attempts
to create a “SET” of three cards that are the same or different
for each of four characteristics: number, color, shading, and
shape. The website has a daily SET puzzle to solve.

http://education.wm.edu/centers/cfge/precollegiate/sep/index.php
The Center for Gifted Education at the College of William and Mary provides
enrichment programs for high ability students, in grades kindergarten through 9th
grade, both on campus and at various locations in Richmond. Students explore
specialized areas of science, mathematics, and the arts and humanities.

2. www.blokus.com
Blokus is a visual-spatial reasoning game in which players try
to strategically place game pieces to use the most of their
squares while blocking others from doing the same. On this
site one can play against the computer or other online players.

http://www2.ferrum.edu/fcsec/
Ferrum College provides a variety of summer enrichment camps for students in
grades 4-7 who enjoy learning and are academically motivated. Camp options vary
from Adobe Photoshop to Crime Scene Investigators to Hogwarts Academy.

3. www.thinkfun.com/playonline
Rush Hour is a visual-spatial reasoning
game in which a player attempts to get
a parked car out of a crowded lot by
moving cars either forwards or backwards
to create a path to the exit.
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http://curry.virginia.edu/community-programs/student-enrichment/sep
In conjunction with the Curry School of Education at the University of Virginia,
the summer enrichment programs enter its 34th year of providing residential summer
programs for gifted and/or high ability students enrolled in grades 4-10. Students are
engaged in learning activities that foster critical thinking, creative thinking, and inquiry
processes. Financial aid is available.

http://www.mathzoom.org/summer-camps/summer-camp
Math Zoom Academy will offer two residential summer camps in 2012. The
eastern site will be at Renssalear Polytechnic Institute from June 24-July 14,
2012. The western site will be at California State University, Fullerton from July
22-August 11, 2012. Day camp option is available at both residential camp sites.
The residential program offers an opportunity for bright and mathematically
gifted students to expand their mathematical horizons, improve problem solving
skills, explore areas in advanced mathematics, and develop well-rounded skills
for a successful professional career in the future.

Volume 33 • Number 2

VAG Awards
At our fall conference, Virginia
Association for the Gifted presented our
annual parent and teacher awards.

Cathy Glenn
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The Leader of the Year is awarded to an individual whose exemplary leadership and outstanding contribution
to gifted education has affected Virginia’s children, teachers, schools, programs, and/or policies.
This year’s recipient is Cathy Glenn, Chesterfield County Public Schools Instructional Specialist for Gifted
Education. She has dedicated her 41-year career in education to improving gifted education services and
programs for students of all ages at the local, state, and national levels. Cathy has been instrumental in both the
opening and continued success of two full-time Regional Governor’s schools, Maggie L. Walker Governor’s School
for Government and International Studies and the Appomattox Regional Governor’s School for the Arts and
Technology. She provided strong school-based gifted services in 60 schools throughout Chesterfield County
and is highly respected by parents, students, and colleagues throughout the Commonwealth. She has reduced
disproportionality in gifted education, developed talent models to support all learners in grades K-3, and
established a standardized professional development module that has helped teachers identify and serve a wide
range of gifted learners. Cathy is seen as a supporter for gifted students, a mentor to their parents, a guiding light
and leader for her peers, and a committed advocate for gifted programs.
The Parent of the Year is awarded to a parent whose exemplary contribution to gifted education has affected
Virginia’s children, teachers, schools, programs, and/or policies.
This year’s recipient is Hugh Greene, the chair of the Gifted Education Community Advisory Committee
(CAC) in Virginia Beach City Public Schools since 2007. Hugh’s proactive work has refined the work of the
advisory committee during his service as both member and chairman. He has invited school board members,
the superintendent, and the assistant superintendent for curriculum and instruction to meet with the committee
and share their perspectives on budget,
strategic planning, and other topics that
Hugh Greene receives the Parent of the Year Award
may potentially impact the gifted program.
from VAG President Carol Horn.
He initiated site visits requiring all CAC
members to visit annually a minimum of
two schools so they can observe the gifted
program in action, talk with students and
staff, and glean information on four key
areas: program communication, collaboration,
advocacy, and curriculum and instruction.
Every time he goes into a classroom, he sits
down to observe and before you know it the
students are over with him wanting to show
him their work and discuss the lesson with
him – just upon
continued on page 8
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meeting him! Hugh has a way of brightening a room and making all present feel comfortable and safe. He truly
cares for the students and has a motivation to learn all he can to support them. Hugh has intrinsically taken on a
responsibility to gifted education that few can match. He is a staunch advocate who promotes a positive image of
parent leadership on behalf of gifted education.

continued from page 7

Joanne Stanley

The Regional Teacher of the Year awards highlight the accomplishments of talented educators who show
excellence in teaching gifted learners and a commitment to furthering the development of their teaching skills.
Region I Recipient: Mrs. Joanne Stanley, Chesterfield County Public Schools
Joanne Stanley is a seventh grade English teacher and seventh and eighth grade Future Problem-solving
teacher at Robious Middle School in Chesterfield County. She is an outstanding gifted teacher of the year not
only because she has an intuitive ability to teach and inspire gifted children but because she has been able to
make a positive impact on her students with the stimulating and creative curriculum of her classes. Joanne’s
infectious enthusiasm and passion for teaching have empowered her students to expand their horizons and
garner the confidence needed to be true problem solvers in today’s complex world. Gifted students emerge from
their middle school tenure with her as critical and creative thinkers who are better prepared to face life’s
challenges. She empowers them to stretch, think, and grow emotionally and academically. In the words of a
former student, “In Mrs. Stanley’s class every kid wanted to sit in the front, everyone raised their hands, and I
don’t think anyone ever slept. Mrs. Stanley showed us our potentials, made us work harder but also let us have
the freedom we all craved. She is the epitome of a teacher, leader, and role model.”

Judith Hurwitz
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Region II Recipient: Mrs. Judith L. Hurwitz, Virginia Beach City Public Schools
Judith Hurwitz is a writer of award-winning curriculum, world traveler, and teacher of fourth grade students
at Old Donation Center in Virginia Beach City Public Schools. She has dedicated her life to teaching children,
and for the last 18 years she has been inspiring gifted students. Judith facilitates opportunities for them to think
critically and creatively, to problem solve and ask relevant questions, and to be active participants in their
democratic society. Providing authentic and relevant learning opportunities for her students is her personal goal.
On a daily basis, 21st century skills are embedded into the curriculum as she motivates her students to become
critical and creative thinkers, globally aware learners, and academically proficient. She invites and collaborates
with experts in the field to help her students understand real world issues and speakers from all nationalities and
areas of expertise come to her classroom to extend her lessons. In the words of a parent, “Do you have or were
you fortunate enough to have, out of all of your teachers in school and in life, that one great teacher that left an
indelible impression upon you? For my daughter and hundreds of other amazingly gifted individuals it will be
Mrs. Judith Hurwitz.” 									
continued on page 9
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Pamela Clark

NAGC Awards and News

Kyung Hee Kim
(right) receives
her award from
NAGC President
Paula OlszewskiKubilius.
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Region IVE Recipient: Ms. Pamela Clark, Arlington County Public Schools
Pamela Clark is a resource teacher for the gifted team in Arlington Public Schools. Every day of the school year,
Pam provides her students with the golden opportunity to unwrap an invaluable gift tied with many ribbons . . .
her heartstrings attached. The invaluable gift is an education, and it is free and comes with myriad invitations
to learn, to create, to explore, and to share. Whether advocating for a first grader who was a good candidate to
accelerate, a fifth grader who had difficulty pulling his nose out of a book to engage in learning, or a second
language learner who was an exceptional artist or mathematician, Pam’s passion for her work in providing all
students with rich and mind expanding experiences is unparalleled. Collaboration, brainstorming, resource
sharing, strategizing, and the belief in collective intelligence are all at the heart of her professional interactions
with staff at Randolph Elementary School. In her own words, “Teaching is truly an art. As I work diligently to
improve, I have made it my mission to bring out the artist in students and teachers alike. In our studio, we trust
one another as we share our personal efforts, gain confidence in our abilities, and learn from one another
techniques to enhance each masterpiece we produce be it a mystery piece with an unexpected twist, an articulatelyanalyzed graph, or a well-balanced lesson.”

Kimberley Chandler

Dr. Tracy Cross

In November, the National Association for Gifted Children (NAGC) recognized the
accomplishments of its bright stars in the field of gifted education and in the classroom.
Dr. Tracy Cross, Executive Director of the William & Mary Center for Gifted
Education (CFGE), received the Distinguished Scholar Award. This award is presented to
the individual who has made the most significant contribution to the field of education
regarding gifted and talented individuals and whose work exhibits a continued record
of distinguished scholarship and contribution.
Dr. Kyung Hee Kim (Assistant Professor, CFGE) received the Early Scholar Award. The award is presented to an
individual who has made significant contributions in conducting and reporting research regarding the education
of gifted and talented individuals.
Dana Johnson and the Center for Gifted Education won the NAGC Curriculum Award for the math unit
Spatial Reasoning, Grades 2-4. Lessons in this unit are differentiated for gifted learners. They are supported by
hands-on extension activities that extend spatial concepts beyond the classroom. The skills learned will lay the
foundation of spatial reasoning that will prepare students for middle school and beyond.
In other NACG news, Dr. Tracy Cross was elected President-Elect for the NAGC Board of Directors. Dr. Kimberley L.
Chandler, Curriculum Director for the CFGE, has assumed a new position on the NAGC board as the Network
Representative and Dr. Catherine Little, formerly with the CFGE, was elected to the Board of Directors at-large.
Volume 33 • Number 2

A Look at the VAG’s 2011 Conference
Serving
The

MANY FACES
GIFTEDNESS
of

through Collaboration and Communication
October 21-22, 2012

Save the Date

Virginia Association for the Gifted 2012 Seminar
October 21-22, 2012
Wyndham Virginia Crossings Hotel and Conference Center
1000 Virginia Center Parkway • Glen Allen, VA 23059
http://www.wyndhamvirginiacrossings.com/
Seminar Presenters:
Shelagh A. Gallagher, Ph.D.
Educational Consultant in Charlotte, North Carolina
Problem-Based Learning
Brian C. Housand, Ph.D.
East Carolina University, College of Education
21st Century Technology Skills
Tonya R. Moon, Ph.D. – University of Virginia,
Curry School of Education
Curriculum and Assessment
Richard “Rick” Olenchak, Ph.D.
Professor, Psychologist, and Co-director of the Urban
Talent Research Institute at the University of Houston
Social Emotional Development of Gifted Students
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VAG Innovative
Idea Grants
The Virginia Association for the Gifted
presents up to 10 “Grants for Innovative
Ideas” each in the amount of $500 to
individuals or teams whose proposed
projects support the goals of VAG and
directly services gifted students. The VAG
Scholarship and Awards Committee awards
the grants annually. Visit the VAG web site,
www.vagifted.org, for information.
This issue we’re printing reports from
two of the 2011 grant recipients – Linda
Waggaman, Floyd County Public Schools
on her project to have gifted/high ability
students create public service announcements (PSAs) that reflect a need in that
community, and Martha Spencer, Parkway
Christian Academy, Roanoke,
on her Cooking Science
Investigation.
In the fall newsletter, we
included reports from four of
the grant recipients – Donna
Meade-Warren, Fairfax County
Public Schools, Lisa Walker,
Virginia Beach Public Schools,
Jessica Roy, Orange County
Public Schools, and Jenna
Conlee, Spotslyvania County
Public Schools.
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Community PSAs
by Linda Waggaman, Coordinator, Programs for the Gifted, Floyd County Public Schools
The focus of this project was to have gifted/high ability students create public service announcements (PSAs)
that reflected a need in our community. Gifted/high ability students often show leadership qualities that can
bring about social change. They often are angered by social injustices or wrongs that they view. Working
together with like-minded students to create an awareness of an issue of interest was a great experience for
them. This was a real-world problem-finding and problem-solving experience.
The gifted coordinator along with the instructional technology resource teacher worked with small groups
of seventh graders at each of the four elementary schools to implement this project. We had a total of 13
groups from the four schools. The students had to brainstorm the possible topics that would fit our community,
plan the script, capture the video needed, and learn MovieMaker software in order to put it all together.
Brainstorming topics for public service announcements was an interesting activity for these gifted students.
They were full of possible topics such as: texting, pollution, obesity, cancer prevention, cheating, healthy eating,
animal abuse, gangs, depression, and use of tobacco, to name just a few. We were really pleased with their
insight and their communication skills while working with partners discussing the pros and cons of the topics.
Ideas were easy to come by, but evaluating the topics and then choosing one for their own PSA proved to be a
little more difficult.
Students were unsure of what exactly PSAs were. We provide four different PSAs for them to view and evaluate.
They recorded what they didn’t like about each and any special effect or technique they saw that they wanted
to use in their PSA. Some of the special effects that they had seen, the music, the
attempt at humor, and the different camera angles used got their attention. Later
they were able to make the connection between the PSAs and the “Above the
Influence” announcements that they had seen on TV. After some more discussion
the groups came to a decision about their PSA topics.
The next step was to begin doing some research on their topic. Their final PSA
had a 60 second time limit, so you would think that this task would be easy. Most
of the topics were so broad that the students had a hard time deciding where
their focus needed to be. They experienced information overload. After much
discussion about formulating the big questions that needed to be answered, they
continued their research work.
After completing the research section of the project, we asked the students to
storyboard their ideas. They were to include information that they were going to
use, camera angles, if there was inclusion of music
continued on page 12
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or voice, and sketch a picture of what they were going to film. This step helped them to synthesize all of their
information and put it on paper. When they were finished one of us sat with the group and went over the storyboard, giving some suggestions, approving it, or sending them back for more thought or research.
We wanted students to work independently on this project, so we used the VAG grant to purchase four
flip cameras to capture the video footage needed. Once these flip cameras were taken out of the box we had
their attention. They were anxious to get the cameras into their hands and begin some filming. As you might
expect, they had no problem using the cameras and many of them began shooting videos just after the class
dismissed. After they had shot some video they needed to work collaboratively and use their critical thinking
skills to determine the footage that was to be kept and used for their PSAs. The integration of technology was
a natural application to lead to a polished product.
The technology resource teacher taught a quick lesson about MovieMaker and had them watch a video
about its use. The students quickly got to work importing their video and learning how to use MovieMaker.
Some students imported pictures and learned about editing programs, others imported music and had some
problems they needed to work through. I think this is the part of the project that the students enjoyed the
most. They would focus on their PSA for so long looking at little problems to address, editing 2-3 seconds out
of their project, finding the right music, adjusting sound and transitions. Together we had created a rubric for
PSA evaluation, so at this point the students evaluated their own product and worked on trying to improve
it. We had to give some strict deadlines to this part of the project, or it could have gone on for weeks. Their
evaluation was given to us and we used the same sheet for our evaluation For the most part, they accepted
our suggestions and had two days to implement some of the changes. A couple of the groups were happy with
their project and didn’t take the suggestions that were given, which was their option.
After the projects were complete, we invited the 40 students, parents, their seventh grade English teachers
and building principals to a showing of the PSAs at the school board office. There were 13 PSAs to view and
students were to evaluate each one. The PSA was introduced by the creators then played once for enjoyment
and after the second viewing the students filled out their evaluation form. Totaling the scores was a little more
labor intensive then we had thought, but we worked through the problem. Students enjoyed evaluating each
PSA and it kept them focused throughout the presentation. We had a break built in with snacks for them,
which we heard lots of praise for in our final evaluations!
Students were very focused when scoring the PSAs. The difference in points between the first and last place
entry was minimal. This attests to their seriousness during this voting process. The PSA taking first place had
the topic of bullying, a topic that was used twice for PSAs. The evaluators thought that the message was very
clear and helped raise awareness to the issue. There was music throughout the PSA, but also visual messages
that worked well in the video. Second place with a total of 543 was a PSA dealing with animal abuse. Although
they did use some video, most of their PSA included still pictures of abused animals. This video was an emotional
one for students and the music choice was a particularly 				
continued on page 13
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good one. Students were each given a DVD of all the PSAs to take with them. Schools were each provided with
a copy to share with other students at their school.
The first and second place PSA creators presented their product to the school board members at one of their
regular meetings. The students were proud of their product, but nervous about the presentation. School board
members were impressed with the professionalism of the final product and the hard work of the students.
We asked students to complete an anonymous online survey evaluating this activity. When asked what they
learned, we had many responses stating that it was not as easy as they thought it was going to be and the
importance of team work and communication skills. All of them loved using the flipcams and MovieMaker.
When asked what they enjoyed the most, being 7th graders, they mentioned the food provided at the school
board office, but also the creativity involved with this project. They were a little split on how to improve the
activity, but most wanted more time, or more cameras. We did ask them how they would have liked to improve
their PSA, and almost all of them felt that now they had a good understanding of what theirs should look like
and they were ready to do the project again. Our last question was open-ended and we asked them to give us
feedback on how we could improve what we did or how to
structure the project differently. Most of the students
thanked us for including them in the project and teaching
them how to use the flipcams and MovieMaker. Although
most enjoyed the flexibility with the project, some
mentioned that they would have liked more strict guidelines. We purposefully put this project together to be unlike
most “school projects.” Some of the students were used to a
more structured project and excelled in that atmosphere;
therefore they were somewhat uneasy with the openness of
the project.
The technology resource teacher and I thoroughly enjoyed working with students on this project. We did run
into a few problems with software, conflicts with scheduling
the computer lab, getting students out of their regular class
to work on this project, and finding time in the day’s schedule
to supervise some of their filming. As you can see from the
pictures, the students enjoyed coming together for the PSA
presentation and were proud of their work. It was nice to
be a part of project where hard work and creativity were
combined in a real problem-solving, real-world activity.
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Cooking Science Investigation
by Martha Spencer, founder and coordinator of the M25 Gifted Resource Program and a teacher of gifted students at
Parkway Christian Academy in Roanoke, Virginia

continued from page 13

It is true that necessity is the mother of invention. When I began planning curriculum for our newly birthed
“M25” gifted program, I realized the need for meaningful, challenging learning material for my students.
While much worthy curriculum for high-ability learners exists, it was neither affordable for our small private
school nor suitable for the goals I had in mind.
One day, as a colleague and I were discussing resources, she shared a website for a science museum. When
I looked it up online, I noticed a featured exhibit on food. It grabbed my attention and fueled my thinking
about how I could marry nutrition and cooking into a learning adventure for my students. I have a personal
interest in healthy foods and cooking and childhood obesity is a national epidemic. As an avid viewer of the
Food Network, I also knew food and cooking had become a multi-million dollar business. Like it or not, food
is a huge part of our national fabric. The seed of CSI was planted!
Getting kids to buy into the idea of healthy eating? Striking a balance between what our mouths want and
what our bodies need? Teaching fifth graders to cook at school and observe chemical reactions? Like many new
learning adventures, my “Cooking Science Investigation” (CSI) started with a big, exciting vision, though I was
unsure about how we would get to the end product or how the change would occur. Triumph came along the
way as vision transformed into concrete lessons, activities and applications. Eager anticipation mounted on
the part of the teacher and children as each lesson was implemented.
When the children began thanking me profusely for allowing them to do CSI, I knew we were not only
learning something of substance but that the process was fun and interesting for them. I watched them develop
into even more confident, focused learners who were able to generate solutions to problems
and synthesize information into new products.
My goal was to instruct the children in nutrition and cooking science and to have them
create and serve some of their own healthy recipes to their peers. I would have to stimulate
a paradigm shift on the part of the children because, with any big change, there must be
a reasonable motivation. Presented with the choice of a candy bar or tofu, I knew how this
would play out. So, one of my early lessons involved a “party” of healthy snacks cleverly
disguised as “kid-friendly” food. I held my breath as the food was served and waited for
the response. When the students began asking me to copy the recipes for them, I knew the
mission of change was beginning to be accomplished.
A strength and important ingredient in our learning was the guest “experts” we
consulted along the way. 						
continued on page 15
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We had lessons with a nutritionist (with whom we Skyped – a new experience for my students); our cafeteria
manager; and our principal, who did a day-long intensive cooking lesson with the children. Another guest was
a physician, who contributed to the motivation for change through the material he presented.
He focused on the amazing way in which our bodies are made to need certain nutrients and why. The students
devoured this in-depth information. In conjunction, we did a nutritional analysis of various popular “junk” foods
obtained from our school’s snack machine. Having this information illuminated by the physician’s instruction
proved to be crucial in helping students to see the implications of poor nutritional choices.
As part of our unit, we did experiments with food to learn about chemical reactions and the
nutrients in food. We gathered data about the kinds of foods fifth graders prefer for lunch. Students
created an online survey which they used to glean information from students across our city.
Using the data from our surveys, students chose to transform pizza and macaroni and cheese
into healthier versions which other children would like. They began to list ingredients of each
food, i.e. those traditionally used. As we went along, students took the traditional ingredients and
listed healthier substitutes using information gathered from the session with our guest nutritionist.
For example, they chose turkey pepperoni instead of regular; skim milk versus regular; whole
wheat pasta and dough rather than white.
Then, we discussed the importance of putting our own creative touch on the recipe. Such additions
are what would make it “inventive” and their own. Students were successful in putting their “twists”
on each recipe to make them original as well as appealing to their audience. We carefully tested
each recipe during different class times. While we worked, students kept a careful record of the
ingredients and amounts used. When each dish was completed, we sampled and evaluated and
had several other adults taste and give feedback as well. We were fortunate because both recipes were fairly
successful after the first attempt, thanks to our initial cooking lesson.
Finally, the big day came! At 11:00 a.m., we gathered in the art room to prep as much of the food as we could
(since we were not allowed to use the kitchen until later). Chopping, sauce making and excitement ensued.
The children could barely contain themselves. Then at 1:00 p.m. we began the final assembling and cooking
of the food. The children were great at making an assembly line to ensure that the jobs got done. We made one
final taste test and then began to “plate” our food. A couple of tablespoons of “Mac and Meat” along with a
“Pizza Muffin.” Over 90 samples were counted and arranged on a rolling cart. The students went to the classrooms
to address the students, serve their samples, and oversee completion of evaluations which they had devised.
The students were elated to see the positive response on the evaluation forms. They even made copies of
their recipes to distribute to fellow students. Not only had my students been transformed in their thinking
about food and nutrition, they were beginning to affect their peers as well. So, learning is powerful. Mission
accomplished!
To see pictures of the CSI Project, please visit my website: http://m25.spencersrus.com/
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VAG Ballot
Slate of Officers
for 2012-2014

VAG Advocates for Gifted Education
VAG Officers and Board of Directors made its annual trip to the Virginia General Assembly in February to advocate for gifted education in Virginia.

Members of VAG
Board of Directors
at the General
Assembly

New officers will begin the
transition at the May meeting. Carol
Horn will become Past-President and
Kelly Hedrick will become President.
Please mark your ballot and return
it by March 31, 2012, to:
Elections Committee
Virginia Association for the Gifted
P.O. Box 26212
Richmond, VA 23260-6212
The following slate is presented for
your approval:
					
Yes No
President-Elect:
Allison Sheppard o o
Vice President/
Conference Chair:
Kevin Simms
Secretary:
Raye Rector
Treasurer:
Karen Angell
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o o
o o
o o

Raye Rector, VAG Secretary, with
Senator George Barker, District 39

Kevin Simms, VAG Vice President,
Senator John Edwards, District 21,
Jane Collins, Teacher, and Brenda
Mash, Region VI

Paula Tibbs, Region VII, and
Delegate Joseph Yost, 12th District
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